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RENOLIT 3D Thermolaminates
PAINTFLOW

Feel inspired
to create.



Premium White Paintflow Pearl Grey Paintflow
 
Reed Green Paintflow

Indigo Blue Paintflow
 
Graphite PaintflowMonument Grey Paintflow

Black Paintflow

Paintflow is a new and exciting textured surface 
developed to replicate the look and finish of 
painted wood. The surface combines a distinctive 
new woodgrain structure finished with the very 
aesthetically pleasing smooth matt surface finish 
of Premier Matt. 

The bespoke engraving of the woodgrain design is 
very visual and has been specifically created so 
that it replicates the movement of paint as it flows 
in to the depths of the rounded valleys, culminating 
into a very realistic and pleasing effect.

The Premier Matt surface is produced using an 
innovative Physical Surface Treatment (PST) 
technology to create a superior frictionless matt 
appearance that is also an extremely tough and 
functional finish. Premier Matt’s low reflectance 
smooth surface also benefits from a number of 
additional superior properties including:

 � Anti-fingerprint 
 � Scratch resistance
 � Stain resistance
 � Easy clean
 � Thermal healing

RENOLIT‘s Paintflow textured woodgrain surface is the 
first of its kind.

Even better than the real thing – 
especially for surfaces subjected 
to extreme stress, the scratch- 
resistance and stain-resistance 
of RENOLIT 3D thermolaminates 
quickly prove their worth.

Benefit from a growing selection of décor shades, we 
are already able to offer you seven of today’s most 
popular colours. 

Uniquely authentic, in seven variants.

Order A4 samples of all the décors 
shown on-line at
www.renolit.com/paintflow

Paintflow is also available in the 
complementary RENOLIT 2D  
Alkorfol with gauge options of 
200 micron and 250 micron for 
flat lamination for seamless 
matches to complete your 
installations.


